
 

 
Agenda - Regulatory Practice Group Meeting - 14.09.20 

 
 

 
Meetings with solicitors 
 

1. We have yet to organise our meeting with the Kingsley Napley Regulatory 
group which was postponed due to Covid 19. Our group would prefer to do this 
face to face.  
 

2. Shall we invite them to a meeting online with a view to later doing a proper face 
to face meeting with food when we are able to meet again? 
 

3. Riel Karmy-Jones QC suggested we do a similar marketing event with 
Capsticks. Is this something we want to pursue virtually?  
 

Website development for chambers 
  

4. We observed that our website Regulatory Page needs much work. It does not 
list all of us that are appointed to various different panels.  
 

5. David Claxton and I sent a number of documents to Kate Bex QC, including our 
list of what people have done workwise and their appointments, who had done 
regulatory work and a document suggesting what was needed for our group.  
 

6. Did anyone else consider this – does anyone have time to assist KBQC and 
her group on our behalf?  

 
 

Talks  
 

7. We had agreed a talk to be given by Emma Gargitter in September (on Inquiries 
and Inquest. She is able to do this in October since our first meeting was 
postponed. 
 

8. Laura Hoyano to advise when she can give her talk to the Regulatory Group on 
how vulnerable witnesses are dealt with in Regulatory Proceedings. Similarly, 
a blog can follow.  

 
9. Also does anyone wish to take the lead please on writing up a regulatory review 

quarterly of important cases and including cases members in chambers have 
done? (like Tony Shaw QC’s fraud review)? Please volunteer if you think this is 
good idea.  

 
Other regulatory appointments  
 

10. VC contacted Mary Rahman and Nick Parkinson re using google analytics to 
pursue opportunities for applying for roles in the regulatory field. 

 
 



 

Inquest and Coroners Court work 
 

11. VC to contacted Lee Young regarding inquest work and pursuing civil contacts.  
 

12. VC reports that Inquest did not reply to an application from the group. DC to 
make another application. DC to report.   
 

13. Mark Lucraft QC, TFQC, DC and AR …. are doing a webinar on inquests. DC 
to report.  
 

14. We will also plan to list in the material advertising the inquests webinar those 
that did the coroners course at Kings College – so please confirm if you did it – 
I know who was on my course but I don’t know who was on the course with 
Felicia Davey? 
 

  
Public Inquiry Work 
  

15. Emma Gargitter to work with Riel Karmy-Jones QC and Patricia Londono to 
shape / design a webinar on Inquiry work – telling people of difficulties they 
have encountered and how they have solved them to show off their experience. 
TFQC will liaise re dates available – but ideally in October or November.  

 
 
Blogs  
  

16. After the inquest webinar – there will be a blog – check who is writing it.  
 

17. Richard Beynon and Guy Bowden to write an article/blog together this is to be 
ready by 29.09.20 

 
18. Laura Hoyano has written one article already recently on Inquests so she will 

resend to VC. Can this be sent? 
 

19. Rachel Naylor was to write a blog with someone (Faye Rolfe?), Rachel has 
been in touch and is now on maternity leave so she is unable to do it as the 
baby came early! Many congratulations to her.  
 

20. Laura Hoyano thought she had another article which could be published on 
inquiries.  

 
21. If anyone else wants to pair up and write one, please let us know.  

 
22. I am going to research into a care home death case of McGuire June 2020 and 

consider if there is an article to write on that which Richard said was an 
interesting topic – if anyone would like to join me on that please let me know. I 
will be doing that in October after wretched applications are finished.  

  
  
 Other work opportunities  



 

 
23. RKJQC to check with ICCSA and see if there are any opportunities for 

disclosure juniors. 
 

24. Other ideas or areas members wish to pursue. 
 
 


